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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS CREATE NEW BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR DENMARK
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) call for action and new approaches if we are to meet
the significant global challenges. A necessary global change that, according to an analysis, also
opens new market opportunities for Danish companies worth USD 60 billion per year in 2030 (A
World of Opportunities for Danish Businesses 2019). However, if we are to meet the SDGs and
realize the promising market potential, it requires us to work across organizational and institutional boundaries, as well as a match between the phases in project development and public- and
private funding.

A LARGE MARKET IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IS LIMITED BY A FUNDING GAP
The problem, however, is that despite potential solutions, specific needs and market opportunities
for Danish companies, there is a funding gap characterized by lack of access to early phase public
risk capital, sparring and network that can support companies’ development and testing of solutions prior to private and institutional investors enter with capital for scaling.
A funding gap that especially in developing countries is characterized by higher costs, lower margins, high risk and where the potential for earnings is more long-term in the early development
phase. A funding gap that needs to be addressed to meet the growing public and private demand
for bankable development projects from the Investment Fund for Developing Countries (IFU),
the SDG Investment Fund and international funds and banks, among others. Projects that is difficult for companies to realize due to the lack of capital in the early phase.
Despite the current structural barriers, A2I has in recent years developed and tested an innovation and funding platform that has established the foundation for realizing the opportunities.
A platform where partnerships between companies, NGOs, knowledge institutions and public
authorities have proven to be an effective way to develop sustainable solutions, create better living
conditions in developing countries, and growth and jobs in both developing countries and Denmark. This in a closely facilitated process where companies have access to early phase risk capital
and qualified sparring, as well as access to knowledge institutions and NGOs that participate
with knowledge, experience and network. With financing from especially the European Regional
Fund and the Danish Industry Foundation, it has resulted in more than 60 projects, new jobs and
growth opportunities, as well as documentation showing that for every public krone invested in
the projects, an investment of four kroner in private capital has been generated.
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Despite the positive experiences from these projects, and growing interest from the business community, NGOs and knowledge institutions to get involved, the finding is that current public and
private funding is incoherent. There is a need for a coherent financial ecosystem if we are to scale
the gained practice and help create a green, sustainable transition for the benefit of consumers,
producers and employees abroad as well as home.

ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Based on this, A2I has in close collaboration with The Confederation of Danish Industries, The
Danish Chamber of Commerce, DanChurchAid, Red Cross and WWF analyzed the Danish
business promotion instruments to identify challenges and opportunities for establishing a coherent financial ecosystem that eliminates the funding gap. A system that can support the needs of
startups, SMEs and MNEs with an interest in projects in developing countries, which in this way
can help attract private capital to scale the solutions in demand.
The analysis is based on practical experience, recent research and Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Smart Money terminology, which states that risk
capital for companies cannot stand alone. There is a need for risk capital to be backed by relevant
expertise, experience and network from authorities and investors, which especially for a developing country context can provide support on the following three areas:
•

Technical: feasibility, test, demonstration and scaling

•

Partnership: identification, development, verification and involvement

•

Business: feasibility, development, verification and penetration

Based on this, A2I has conducted a series of workshops and interviews with 20 Danish startups,
SMEs and MNEs, as well as seven NGOs, to identify challenges and potentials that exist in the
current financial ecosystem.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ANALYSIS – THERE IS A LACK OF SMART MONEY
The analysis concludes that there is a lack of Smart Money in the early phase for developing and
testing solutions in developing countries. I.e. there is a lack of funding, as well as expertise, experience and network to support the funding. This means that the business community and their
partners in general are reluctant to focus on market opportunities in developing countries, and
private investments is absent as a result.
Analysis of the existing business promotion instruments in the early phase shows that:
•

In general, there is a lack of focus on support in the early phase and on innovation
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•

Several of the granting entities lack expertise, experience and network from devel-

oping countries for them to be able to select potentially successful business cases
and support companies in their idea development and subsequent testing of solu-

•

tions, business development and partnership development

Those publicly financed instruments and pools that do have the necessary expertise,
experience and network from developing countries often have high requirements

in regards of equity, number of employees and liquidity, which many startups and
•

•

SMEs cannot fulfil

Main part of the instruments is only able to fund either technology development,
business development or partnership development, while there is a need for a unified approach

Some of the instruments require the development of brand-new technology. In
relation to a development context, there is often a need for adaptation of existing
known technologies, based on close collaboration with end users and on understanding local value chains and market challenges

In summary, the analysis shows that the Danish financial ecosystem is fragmented and incomplete when it comes to risk funding of projects for developing countries, which limits subsequent
private investments and makes scaling difficult. As illustrated in figure 1, the business community
and partners are therefore facing a funding gap, which can help explain why the Danish business
community in a European context is strongly underrepresented and reluctant to engage in developing countries.

Figure 1: As seen in the figure, there is a lack of risk capital in the early phase for developing and testing solutions,
and it is therefore difficult to scale startups and SMEs to get investors on board due to a lack of track record. I.e., even
though well-functioning instruments exist in the scaling stage, getting there is often a major challenge.
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Despite good intentions from the business community and political ambitions, the current system
has significant challenges in terms of Smart Money and risk capital, which needs to be addressed.
Partly in relation to competences and network, and partly to the types of activities that, especially
in the early phase, can be supported.
There is a need to establish a coherent financial ecosystem that considers the demonstrated limitations of current instruments and which is actively linked with private capital.

FOUR INITIATIVES THAT ARE A FIRST STEP IN BRIDGING THE FUNDING GAP
With the ambition to bridge the funding gap, A2I has taken the initiative to formulate and develop four initiatives, which is a first contribution for creating synergy between existing instruments,
as illustrated in figure 2.
The four initiatives are:
•

SDG Inkubator (DKK 1.9 million pr. partnership). The SDG Inkubator offers the

Danish business community access to public funding, capacity building and local
network to develop, test and demonstrate sustainable solutions targeting developing countries. The program is designed to overcome initial market barriers iden-

tified in the idea development and proof of concept stage by supporting Danish
•

startups, SMEs and MNEs

SDG Angel Network (DKK 0.5 – 3 million pr. investment). The SDG Angel Net-

work will be Denmark’s first network for individual investors who wish to invest
in early phase Danish startups and SMEs with a strategic focus on developing
•

countries and able to generate both a financial and social/environmental return

SDG Crowdlending (DKK 0.1 – 5 million pr. investment). The SDG Crowdlending
initiative will pilot-test Denmark’s first online SDG crowdlending platform that

provides loans for proven solutions addressing social/environmental challenges in
•

developing countries

SDG Venture Fund (DKK 3 – 10 million pr. investment). The fund will be a firstof-its-kind in Denmark, consisting of a portfolio of Danish companies with a

well-documented positive environmental/social impact targeting markets in East
Africa (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda and Ethiopia). This will be done by
utilizing advantages from the Danish business environment in terms of govern-

ance, sustainability and technology in order to scale businesses in East Africa and
thereby create positive impact. The fund will be established by private investors.
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The initiatives are based on several years of work to improve the Danish financial ecosystem
for partnership-driven business development as well as the experience of A2I’s wide network of
members. However, much more is needed to create a coherent financial ecosystem that, instead
of small adjustments, removes the funding gap and establishes an ecosystem that can meet the
significant market potential.
Based on A2I’s documented experiences, these initiatives are established with the expectation that
for every public krone invested in a publicly established SDG Inkubator, this will generate four
kroner in private capital from crowdlending, business angels, private foundations, IFU and/or
other established initiatives. This with the purpose of establishing Smart Money financing, where
companies and partners are consulted on technology development, business development and
partnership development, and will have access to a Danish and international network, knowledge
and skills that can support the initiatives from the first idea to scaled sustainable business.

Figure 2: Each initiative targets different stages of the ecosystem and will bridge the gap between Idea development,
Proof of concept, Proof of business and Scaling.

However, the fact is that we can only develop the solutions in demand if we are able to establish
collaboration across sectors. That is why we invite Danish politicians, foundations and private investors to engage in the work of establishing the infrastructure for tomorrow’s financial ecosystem
for sustainable solutions.
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SUMMARY IN DANISH
FN’S VERDENSMÅL SKABER NYE FORRETNINGSMULIGHEDER FOR DANMARK
FN’s 17 Verdensmål for bæredygtig udvikling kalder på handling og nye tilgange, hvis vi skal imødekomme de massive globale udfordringer. En nødvendig global omstilling der ifølge en analyse
også åbner op for nye markedsmuligheder for danske virksomheder på USD 60 milliarder om året
i 2030 (A World of Opportunities for Danish Businesses 2019). Men hvis vi skal imødekomme
Verdensmålene og realisere det store markedspotentiale, så kræver det, at vi arbejder på tværs af
organisatoriske og institutionelle skel, samt at der er et match mellem projektudviklingens faser
og mulig offentlig og privat funding.

ET STORT MARKED I UDVIKLINGSLANDENE BEGRÆNSES AF ET FUNDING GAP
Problemet er dog, at til trods for potentielle løsninger, konkrete behov og markedsmuligheder
for danske virksomheder, så eksisterer der et funding gap, kendetegnet ved manglende adgang
til tidlig offentlig risikovillig kapital, sparring og netværk, der kan understøtte virksomhedernes
udvikling og test af løsninger forud for at private og institutionelle investorer indgår med kapital
til skalering.
Et funding gap der særligt i udviklingslande er karakteriseret ved, at omkostningerne er højere,
marginerne lavere, risikoen høj og indtjeningspotentialet mere langsigtet i den tidlige udviklingsfase. Et funding gap der skal adresseres for at imødekomme en voksende offentlig og privat efterspørgsel på investeringsparate udviklingsprojekter fra bl.a. Investeringsfonden for Udviklingslande (IFU), SDG Fonden samt internationale fonde og banker. Projekter som virksomhederne
vanskeligt kan realisere pga. den manglende kapital i den tidlige fase.
Til trods for de nuværende strukturelle barrierer har A2I igennem de seneste år udviklet og testet en innovations- og fundingplatform, der har lagt fundamentet for at realisere mulighederne.
En platform, hvor partnerskaber mellem virksomheder, NGO’er, vidensinstitutioner og offentlige
myndigheder har vist sig at være en effektiv metode til at udvikle bæredygtige løsninger, skabe
bedre levevilkår i udviklingslande samt vækst og arbejdspladser både i udviklingslande og i Danmark. Dette i en tæt faciliteret proces, hvor virksomhederne har fået adgang til tidlig risikovillig
kapital og kvalificeret sparring, samt adgang til vidensinstitutioner og NGO’er som deltager med
viden, erfaring og netværk. Med pilotfinansiering fra særligt den Europæiske Regional Fond og
Industriens Fond har det afstedkommet flere end 60 projekter, nye arbejdspladser og vækstmuligheder samt dokumentation for, at der for hver offentlig krone investeret i projekterne er genereret
en investering på fire kroner i privat kapital.
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Trods de positive erfaringer fra disse projekter, og voksende interesse fra såvel erhvervsliv, NGO’er
og vidensinstitutioner for at engagere sig, så er konstateringen at nuværende offentlig og privat
funding ikke hænger sammen. Der er behov for et sammenhængende finansielt økosystem herhjemme, hvis vi skal skalere opbygget praksis og bidrage til at skabe en grøn bæredygtig omstilling
til gavn for forbrugere, producenter og arbejdstagere ude som herhjemme.

ANALYSE AF DE OFFENTLIGE FUNDINGMULIGHEDER
Med det udgangspunkt har A2I i tæt samarbejde med bl.a. Dansk Industri, Dansk Erhverv,
Folkekirkens Nødhjælp, Røde Kors og WWF analyseret de danske offentligt finansierede erhvervsfremmeinstrumenter for at identificere udfordringer og muligheder for etablering af et
sammenhængende finansielt økosystem, der fjerner det omtalte funding gap. Et system, der kan
understøtte behovet fra startups, SMV’er og multinationale virksomheder med interesse for projekter i udviklingslande, og som dermed kan være med til at sikre tiltrækning af privat kapital til
skalering af de efterspurgte løsninger.
Analysen tager afsæt i praktiske erfaringer, seneste forskning og OECD’s Smart Money terminologi, der anfører, at risikovillig kapital til virksomheder ikke kan stå alene. Der er behov for, at risikovillig kapital kobles med relevant ekspertise, erfaring og netværk fra myndigheder og investorer,
der særligt til en udviklingskontekst kan understøtte følgende tre områder:
•

Teknisk: feasibility, test, demonstration og skalering

•

Partnerskaber: identifikation, udvikling, verifikation og involvering

•

Forretningsmodel: feasibility, udvikling, verifikation og markedspenetrering

Baseret på dette afsæt har A2I gennemført en række workshops og interviews med 20 danske
startups, SMV’er og multinationale virksomheder samt syv NGO’er, for at identificere udfordringer og potentialer, der findes i det nuværende finansielle økosystem.

ANALYSENS HOVEDRESULTATER – DER MANGLER SMART MONEY
Analysen konkluderer, at der mangler Smart Money i den tidlige fase til udvikling og test af
løsninger på udviklingslande. Dvs. der mangler funding, samt ekspertise, erfaring og netværk til
at støtte op om denne funding. Det betyder, at erhvervslivet og tilknyttede partnere generelt er
tilbageholdende med at fokusere på markedsmulighederne i udviklingslande, og de private investeringer udebliver.
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Gennemgangen af de eksisterende danske erhvervsfremmeinstrumenter i den tidlige fase viser, at:
•
•

Generelt mangler der fokus på støtte i den tidlige fase og innovation

Flere af de bevillingsgivende myndigheder mangler ekspertise, erfaring og netværk
fra udviklingslande, hvis de skal være i stand til at udvælge potentielt succesfulde

cases og understøtte virksomhederne i deres ideudvikling og efterfølgende test af
•

•
•

løsninger, forretningsudvikling og partnerskabsopbygning

De offentligt finansierede instrumenter og puljer som har den nødvendige eks-

pertise, erfaring og netværk fra udviklingslande, har ofte høje krav til egenkapital,
antal af medarbejdere og likviditet, som mange startups og SMV’er ikke kan indfri
Hovedparten af instrumenterne kan kun støtte enten teknologiudvikling, forret-

ningsudvikling eller partnerskabsudvikling, hvor der er behov for en samlet tilgang
En del af instrumenterne har krav om udvikling af helt ny teknologi. Ift. en ud-

viklingskontekst er der ofte tale om tilpasning af eksisterende kendte teknologier,
der bygger på tæt samarbejde med slutbrugere og forståelse af lokale værdikæder
og markedsudfordringer

Sammenfattende viser analysen, at det danske finansielle økosystem er fragmenteret og ufuldstændigt når det drejer sig om risikovillig projektfinansiering til udviklingslande, hvilket begrænser efterfølgende private investeringer og besværliggør skalering. Som det er illustreret i figur 1, så
står erhvervsliv og partnere derfor overfor et funding gap, som kan være med til at forklare hvorfor
dansk erhvervsliv i en europæisk kontekst er stærkt underrepræsenteret og tilbageholdende med
at engagere sig i udviklingslande.

Figur 1: Som det ses i figuren, er der mangel på den tidlige risikovillige kapital til udvikling og test af løsninger, og at
det derfor i skalering er svært for startups og SMV’er at få investorer med ombord grundet manglende track record. Dvs.,
at selvom der eksisterer velfungerende instrumenter i skaleringsstadiet, så er det ofte en stor udfordring at nå derhen.
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På trods af gode intentioner fra erhvervslivet og politiske ambitioner, så har det nuværende system
væsentlige udfordringer ift. Smart Money og risikovillig kapital, som skal adresseres. Dels ift.
kompetencer og netværk, dels ift. de typer af aktiviteter der kan understøttes særligt i den tidlige
fase.
Der er et behov for etablering af et sammenhængende finansielt økosystem, der tager højde for
de påviste begrænsninger i de nuværende instrumenter og som aktivt tænkes sammen med den
private kapital.
Fire initiativer der er et første skridt til at bygge bro over funding gappet
Med ambitionen om at bygge bro over funding gappet har A2I taget initiativ til at formulere og
udvikle fire initiativer, som er et første bidrag til at skabe synergi mellem allerede eksisterende
instrumenter, som illustreret i figur 2.
De fire initiativer er:
•

SDG Inkubator (DKK 1,9 millioner per partnerskab). Inkubatoren tilbyder dansk

erhvervsliv og partnere adgang til offentlig funding, kapacitetsopbygning og lokalt
netværk til at udvikle, teste og demonstrere bæredygtige løsninger til udviklings-

lande. Programmet er designet til at støtte danske virksomheder i indledningsvis
afklaring af markeds- og brugerbehov, og støtte til test af teknologier og forret•

ningskoncepter i samarbejde med lokale partnere

SDG Angel Network (DKK 0,5 – 3 millioner per investering). Initiativet vil være

Danmarks første netværk for individuelle investorer, som ønsker at investere i danske startups og SMV’er i den tidlige fase, med et strategisk fokus på udviklingslan•

de, og som er i stand til at generere både finansielt og socialt/miljømæssigt afkast

SDG Crowdlending (DKK 0,1 – 5 millioner per investering). Initiativet vil pilotteste Danmarks første online SDG Crowdlending platform, hvor privatpersoner
vil udbyde lån til de afprøvede løsninger, der adresserer sociale eller miljømæssige

•

udfordringer i udviklingslande

SDG Venture Fund (DKK 3 – 10 millioner per investering). Fonden vil blive den

første danske privatfinansierede investeringsfond henvendt til porteføljevirksomheder i Østafrika og Danmark, med den strategiske ambition om at generere et
positivt impact i Østafrika (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda og Etiopien).

Initiativerne er vokset ud af flere års arbejde med at forbedre det danske finansielle økosystem
for partnerskabsdreven forretningsudvikling samt erfaringer fra A2I’s brede medlemskreds. Der
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skal dog langt mere til for at skabe et sammenhængende finansielt økosystem, der i stedet for
små justeringer fjerner funding gappet og får etableret et økosystem, der kan indfri det store markedspotentiale.
Baseret på A2I’s dokumenterede erfaringer etableres disse initiativer med forventningen om, at
for hver offentlig krone der investeres i en offentligt etableret SDG Inkubator, vil dette generere
fire kroner i privat kapital fra crowdlending, business angels, private fonde, IFU og/eller øvrigt
etablerede initiativer.
Dette vil være med sigte på at etablere en Smart Money finansiering, hvor virksomheder og partnere bliver rådgivet om teknologiudvikling, forretningsudvikling og partnerskabersudvikling, og
får adgang til et dansk og internationalt netværk, viden og kompetencer, der kan understøtte initiativerne fra den første ide til skaleret bæredygtig forretning.
Faktum er dog, at vi kun kan udvikle de efterspurgte løsninger, hvis vi formår at etablere samarbejde på tværs af sektorerne. Derfor inviterer vi danske politikere, fonde og private investorer til at
engagere sig i arbejdet med at få etableret infrastrukturen for morgendagens finansielle økosystem
for bæredygtige løsninger.

Figur 2: Hvert initiativ er målrettet forskellige stadier i økosystemet og skal danne bro mellem Ideudvikling, Proof of
concept, Proof of business og Skalering.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2050, 150 million refugees are expected due to climate change. Every fourth of Earth’s inhabitants
will be affected by water shortages. 530 million people will still not have access to electricity. By 2050
global food production needs to increase by 70 %, calling for a significant global demand for improved
agribusiness for sustainably and nutritiously feeding 8.5 billion people in 2030 and 9.8 billion in 2050.
As acknowledged by the SDGs, partnerships between Danish companies, CSOs, knowledge institutions and government authorities are key to deliver sustainable solutions, sustainable business
models and relevant knowhow to counter the global challenges and create sustainable growth.
This is based on the fact that risks and uncertainties associated with innovating, adapting and
scaling solutions for meeting the demands in developing countries can be mitigated in cross sector
partnerships.
The realisation of the SDGs could open new market opportunities of more than USD 12 trillion,
with well over 50 percent of these based in developing countries, especially within food and agriculture, cities, sustainable energy and materials, and health and well being (Business and Sustainable Development Commission 2017; A World of Opportunities for Danish Businesses 2019).
As documented by the UN, even when combined, current government resources and private funding for achieving the SDGs are not enough. It will require trillions instead of billions of dollars
in funding and financing. Achieving the SDGs (based on estimates in a subset of 49 developing
countries), would require additional spending of approximately USD 520 billion a year, or an increase of 14 percentage points of GDP on average1.
Narrowing down this challenge, Danish startups, SMEs and MNEs are in varying degrees experiencing difficulties in accessing funding for venturing to developing countries due to a lack of
coherence in the Danish financial ecosystem. This is despite the potential in developing countries,
relevant Danish technologies and committed cross sector partnerships. Early phase funding is
imperative for fostering sustainable solutions, and for turning concepts into marketable solutions
that can attract private financing in later stages that would otherwise not be possible. Funding at
the expansion phase are important for scaling solutions that can create commercial returns and
impact. This is what this report is about.
To reach the full potential and meet the demands in developing countries, it is necessary to establish a coherent financial ecosystem, where:

1
Recent estimates by the International Monetary Fund, focusing on health, education, water and
sanitation, roads and electricity.
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•
•
•
•
•

Investors can access high quality investment cases that are relevant to their focus

The private sector can get access to funding and relevant knowhow for testing and
scaling sustainable solutions

CSOs can engage with a responsible private sector for new ways to deliver sustainable impact

Knowledge institutions can engage with a responsible private sector to diffuse
their state-of-the-art knowledge and create linkages between theory and practice

Governments can spur new sustainable partnerships and drive sustainable growth

An initial analysis of the financial ecosystem however indicates that Denmark is still far from
having a coherent ecosystem that can effectively meet the needs, as2:
•

•

•

•

Public funding from Danida, Denmark’s Export Credit Agency (EKF), Investeringsfonden
for Udviklingslande (IFU) are not designed to support smaller SMEs, innovation
and project sales in MNEs below a certain investments size
Other government funds, including Danish Business Authority, The Danish Growth
Fund of Denmark and the Innovation Fund of Denmark supports innovation, startups
and SMEs, but can only to a limited extent be used in developing countries to test
solutions in collaboration with end users and local partners
Danish private investors and venture funds have a growing interest in investment
opportunities targeting growth markets in developing countries, but refrain from
investing as they lack high quality business cases as well as the ability to assess the
risks and opportunities associated with doing business in developing countries
Danish funds and family offices have an increased interest in impact investments,
but lack experience and methods for verifying risks, returns (economic, social and
environmental) and access to concrete impact investment cases in developing
countries

The Danish private sector and partners are thereby facing gaps in the financial ecosystem3 , which
2
The report has chosen only to focus on funding instruments in Denmark. The report has also
excluded A2I funding and other types of funding options such as EU instruments or similar, as the focus is
on the Danish financial ecosystem.
3
Similar challenge is also identified in the general Danish financial ecosystem. Dansk Iværksætter
Forening showed in its 2017 report that seven out of ten entrepreneurs found it “very difficult” to secure
capital for growth. The workgroup Iværksætterpanelet recommends strengthening Denmark’s effort to
promote entrepreneurship and illustrates that despite increased focus on Danish startups, the issue of
attracting early phase capital is still an issue. In relation to this, Danish venture funds are the most active
investor in early phase SMEs, but 80 % are invested in foreign SMEs. Likewise, Det Grønne Vækstteam, a
workgroup launched by the Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs, also highlighted the need
for a more coherent financial ecosystem to support green startups, and a stronger platform for business
development support to assist entrepreneurs to enter new markets.
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further challenge them as they already deal with developing markets where costs in general are
higher, margins initially lower, and the timeframe for profitability longer. A challenge that is also
echoed by the Danish Ministry of MFA, suggesting that development assistance to a higher
extent should be utilised as risk capital and as a catalyst for other financial instruments, and in
general to strengthen the financing instruments. Further, MFA suggest a supportive entity to IFU
that can identify projects and take the necessary financial risk that can turn ideas into bankable
projects (Taksøe-rapporten, 2016).
However, the challenge is not only a financial one. When dealing with developing markets, funding and financing must be supported with sufficient expertise and experience from these markets,
and there is a lack of instruments able to fulfil this in the ecosystem as well. The ability must be
embedded in the financial instruments. This is an understanding that is further backed by institutions such as OECD, mentioning the importance of “providing not just funding but “Smart Money”
in the form of experience, expertise and connections” (OECD 2015). This more holistic approach is
an important part of the report and will be defined as Smart Money in accordance with OECD.
In practice, despite obvious societal and environmental needs, emerging business sectors in developing countries, sustainable business cases from the Danish private sector, relevant knowhow
from knowledge institutions, and well established partnerships, it is difficult to meet the ambitious
SDGs and grasp the business opportunities.
Within the private sector, a more coherent financial ecosystem will especially benefit startups
and SMEs However, as MNEs incorporates the SDGs in their strategy, they will to a higher degree need new and sustainable solutions going forward. MNEs increasingly engage in corporate
venture capital (EY Global, 2018) where they use corporate funds to invest in external startups
with the potential of acquisition or a long-term collaboration with these startups. An example is
Maersk Growth - the corporate venture capital arm of the Maersk Group that invests in startups.
Further, initial dialogue with MNEs indicates an interest in being part of a coherent financial
ecosystem as this allows MNEs to gain access to a pipeline where they can engage and source
new and sustainable technologies developed by startups or SMEs. An example from A2I is Mash
Energy that is producing biofuel from waste and have managed to attract investment from the
Danish shipping company DFDS4.
Finally, impact investments - investments with the intention to generate a measurable, social or
environmental impact alongside a financial return - aim to meet the expectations across partnerships, as it intends to deliver both impact and risk adjusted returns in developing markets. This
is particularly evident if the pipeline of viable impact cases and impact investors are backed by a

4
For more information on DFDS and MASH Energy, please see: https://via.ritzau.dk/pressemeddelelse/dfds-investerer-i-biobraendsel-udvikler-mash-energy?publisherId=12612281&releaseId=13572558
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financial ecosystem, where cases and partners have access to blended finance in the form of grants,
debt and equity as well as relevant expertise from developing countries. Impact Investments is a
growing trend but is still a relatively new field of investments. Without being a specific focus of
this report, insights into impact investing will be given through this report due to its relevance to
the subject of the report.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
The first part of this report will contain an analysis of the Danish financial ecosystem, and as there
is a general need for adjusting and increase flexibility in current instruments, the A2I network has
developed four initiatives with the combined potential to bridge the gaps and create a coherent
financial ecosystem (see figure 1). The four initiatives are:
•

SDG Inkubator: As an incubator programme, it suggests providing public funding

and capacity building support to the Danish private sector, including both SMEs
•

and MNEs developing solutions targeting developing countries

SDG Crowdlending Platform: The initiative seeks to launch Denmark’s first online
SDG crowdlending platform for early phase impact projects targeting markets in

•

developing countries

SDG Angel Network: The investor network would be Denmark’s first network for
business angels and high-net-worth individuals seeking investments in early phase

•

projects targeting developing countries

SDG Venture Fund: With a size of USD 35 million (first-closing), the venture fund
will be a first-of-its-kind in Denmark, consisting of a portfolio of Danish and East

African businesses
The initiatives are based on ongoing activities that have been adjusted to meet the challenges and

Figure 1: New initiatives in the financial ecosystem.
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needs in the ecosystem. The four initiatives and recommendations from the A2I network should
be regarded as suggestions to bridge the gaps. They are not necessarily the only solution to the
needs and challenges, and more initiatives are underway as well, so they are entirely open for
debate.
The SDG Crowdlending Platform, SDG Angel Network and SDG Venture Fund are already
underway and are strictly private and commercially based. The SDG Inkubator is based on
public grants. The main point of establishing this is that there is a missing early phase incubation
entity. It is towards such an entity that there is a need for allocating existing public funds in order to help establishing a pipeline of projects that can be part of the foundation for the financial
ecosystem and for increasing the supply of bankable projects.
At the end of the first part of the report, the four initiatives will be described more in depth. The
structure of the report is the following:
•

Part 1: Analysis of the Danish financial ecosystem

•

Part 3: Outline of SDG Crowdlending Platform

•
•
•

Part 2: Outline of SDG Inkubator

Part 4: Outline of SDG Angel Network
Part 5: Outline of SDG Venture Fund
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METHODOLOGY
The report is based on both primary and secondary data collected between January and September 2019. Challenges were identified based on interviews with startups, SMEs, MNEs
and CSOs, and on a workshop on the Danish financial ecosystem with selected Danish
companies, CSOs and other stakeholders.
First the report selected a wide range of SMEs and CSOs to participate in interviews. In
total 21 Danish SMEs and 7 CSOs have been interviewed. The SMEs was identified using
both A2I membership network and other public lists of SMEs currently having a focus on
developing markets. These SMEs can be categorized as representing a broad range of sectors,
products and services. The CSOs are members of A2I and Danida Strategic Partnerships
Framework (Strategic Partnership Agreements) of CSOs working in relation to Danish
development policy and humanitarian priorities. The SMEs was interviewed on their current
needs and challenges that have been compared to the existing funding instruments in the
ecosystem.
Three Danish MNEs were also interviewed on their experience with financing projects in
developing- and emerging markets. Like the SMEs, they were interviewed on their current
needs and challenges which were compared to the existing funding instruments.
Next, a workshop was held in April 2019 at the Confederation of Danish Industry. The
workshop invited +50 CSOs, investors, government institutions, researchers, SMEs, MNEs
and international experts, including OECD and International Finance Corporation (IFC)
to discuss how to advance the Danish financial ecosystem.
Continuously a comprehensive desk research was conducted to identify existing analyses
and reports on 1) Danish SMEs and MNEs seeking to establish themselves in developing
markets, 2) Funding gaps in the Danish financial ecosystem, and 3) Evaluations of financial
instruments and programs from MFA and IFU. Further, secondary data was enhanced by
analysing evaluations from COWI on prior A2I programs.
Finally, valuable insights have been obtained through the hands-on experience from the A2I
secretariat and consultations with CSOs, national business associations and researchers.
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ANALYSIS OF THE DANISH FINANCIAL ECOSYSTEM
SMART MONEY
Smart Money – the idea of ”providing not just funding but “Smart Money” in the form of experience,
expertise and connections” (OECD 2015) is vital in a developing country context as companies
rarely succeeds in these markets without the necessary infrastructure to support them.
The SDGs represents major business opportunities for private sector-driven partnerships, being
a point of departure for promoting linkages between Danish foreign development and private
sector stronghold positions such as agriculture, energy, water and health. According to a recent report commissioned by MFA and Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs, the SDGs
represent market opportunities of USD 60 billion a year in 2030 for the Danish private sector5.
Of these, food and agriculture accounts for USD 10.75 billion, energy USD 5.5 billion, and water
and resource management USD 2.75 billion (A World of Opportunities for Danish Businesses,
2019). A significant part of the potential lies in developing countries, but recent analyses shows
that Danish SMEs are not exploiting the potential in many developing markets, especially not the
potential in Africa (Lessons learned from the DI Africanisation project 2016 –18, 2018).
As stipulated by SDG 17, the private sector will play an important role in delivering sustainable
solutions to the growing markets. However, due to the characteristics of these markets, the private
sector needs active partnerships with government authorities, knowledge institutions and CSOs
to overcome barriers in these markets. This is based on the fact that risks and uncertainties associated with business development and implementation of sustainable solutions in developing
countries can be mitigated in cross-sector partnerships, where:
•

CSOs can engage with access to communities, knowledge about end users and

•

Knowledge institutions can provide state-of-the-art knowledge on technologies

•

local stakeholders, and technical knowledge within their sectors of expertise
and methodologies along with assisting on testing and verification

Government authorities can provide a regulatory framework, technical expertise
and access to communities

This partnership-driven approach has been developed and tested by members of the A2I network
in more than 60 partnership-driven projects between the Danish private sector, CSOs, knowledge
institutions and government authorities. The experience from these projects is that private sector
5
Calculations made by Dalberg (2019) based on Denmark’s current share of world trade within
selected SDG sectors
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success is dependent on access to a network and partnerships with above mentioned actors that
has the ability to:
•

Provide insight into markets / user needs in the growth markets

•

Provide access to knowledge and analyses from researchers

•
•
•

Qualify testing and scaling of new or existing technologies in an unknown market
Provide targeted sparring in the development of business cases

Engage in attracting external risk capital for idea development, proof of concept,
proof of business and scaling

RESULTS FROM A2I
Since 2007 - 2014, A2I supported and facilitated 22 partnerships, involving 36 Danish
SMEs. Of these, five have become commercially viable, four are still under development
and 13 are closed down. In this period the partnerships created 60 Danish jobs and 34 jobs
abroad.
From 2015 - 2018, A2I supported and facilitated 43 partnerships, involving a total of 99
Danish SMEs, five universities and seven CSOs. As of today, eight are commercially viable,
23 are still under development and 12 have been closed. The effect includes 71 new Danish
jobs and 259 local jobs, while each public krone invested in the partnerships has generated
four kroner in private capital (1:4 ratio).
When analysing the financial ecosystem, A2I’s experience is that building a coherent financial
ecosystem is not just in monetary terms and about better designed financial services. The companies mention that equally important is the additional knowledge, experience and network that
follows the financing (COWI Evaluation, 2017). This is the idea of Smart Money; the importance
of which is supported by OECD as well as international research6
Experience from the A2I network is that the Danish business community is aware of the market

•
•
•
•

6 Hart, S., Sharma, S. & Halme, M., 2016. Poverty, Business Strategy, and Sustainable Development.
Organization and Environment, pp. 401-415
London, T. & Hart, S., 2004. Reinventing strategies for emerging markets: beyond the transnational
model. Journal of International Business Studies , August , pp. 350-370
Dahan, M. N., Doh, J. P., Oetzel, J. & Yaziji, M., 2010. Corporate-NGO Collaboration: Co-creating New
Business Models for Developing Markets. Long Range Planning, April-June, pp. 1-17
Schuster, T. & Holtbrügge, D., 2014 b. Resource Dependency, Innovative Strategies, and Firm and Firm
Performance in BOP Markets. Journal of Product Innovation Management, pp. 43-59
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potential in developing countries but lacks access to Danish and local expertise for clarifying market opportunities, and for testing and verifying solutions. In general, the business community lacks
an understanding of structural barriers, and lacks experience, market knowledge and access to new
business partners which hamper the realisation of the growth opportunities. To build up these
competences, networks and experiences, require significant resources for both startups, SMEs and
MNEs. Therefore, access to Smart Money is important, as it allows access to developing, testing
and scaling businesses in close partnership with end users, CSOs, knowledge institutions, government authorities, experts, and Business-to-Business (B2B) partners.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT FUNDING INSTRUMENTS
A recent analysis from the Business & Sustainable Development Commission, supported by IFC,
suggests that financial institutions and organisations are beginning to realise that there is a lack of
financial mechanisms and financial access into new market opportunities for smart, progressive,
profit oriented businesses. However, turning ambitions into action appears to be a challenge.
In order to understand the needs and challenges faced by Danish private sector-driven partnerships, this report has undertaken an analysis of the Danish financial ecosystem, where the funding
instruments at first sight appears to cater for the needs. However, going into detail, the analysis
will reveal that this is not the case.
The structure regarding phases, stages and content is inspired by work from OECD, research and
hands-on experience from A2I. Each instrument will be evaluated according to its ability to provide Smart Money, consisting of funding for- and support on the following three areas:
•

Technical: Feasibility, Test, Demonstration and Scaling

•

Partnership: Identification, Development, Verification and Engagement

•

Business: Feasibility, Development, Verification and Penetration

Support on these three areas, based on local expertise and experience, are deemed important for
succeeding in developing, testing and scaling solutions in developing countries. Partnerships is
both with local and Danish partners, but with an emphasis on local partners due to the importance of this. A recent evaluation shows that local partner identification- and engagement is the
biggest challenge for Danish SMEs seeking to establish themselves on the African market (Lessons learned from the DI Africanisation project 2016–18, 2018). This is assumed to be the case
for startups and MNEs as well.
The instruments will be categorised under the following stages7:
7

Please note that the instruments can cover several stages, but in the following mapping they are
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•

Early phase: Idea development: Companies at this stage seek to raise grants to qual-

ify an idea or business opportunity, and conceptually develop an initial solution,
•

that needs to be further detailed.

Early phase: Proof of concept: Companies are here seeking to raise initial funds con-

sisting mostly of grants and to a very limited extent debt or equity. At this stage,
companies in collaboration with partners are building and testing prototypes, but
•

are not able to prove a sale or projected figures.

Early phase: Proof of business: Companies at this stage are aiming at achieving first
sales after having completed a successful prototyping and tests. At this stage, they
tend to be in transition from grants and pre-revenue to a revenue stage and looking

•

for debt and/or equity.

Expansion phase: Scaling: This stage relates to companies who have a solution that
is fully developed with positive unit economics and with a documented sales record, and positive estimates and strategies for expansion.

For the three first stages, the data collected is primarily related to startups and SMEs, and at scaling stage insights from MNEs has been obtained as well.
Please also note that needs and challenges at each stage are diverse and depends on the particular
business case, type of solution, team and experience from developing countries. Likewise, there
will be some overlapping of needs and challenges from each stage. The same is the case with the
capital requirements in each stage, where it must be stressed that these amounts are indicative and
depends on the solution, business case and sector. They are estimations based on A2I’s experience,
analysis of fund sizes of other instruments and through sparring with stakeholders.

EARLY PHASE: IDEA DEVELOPMENT
A company at this stage is typically a startup that has a concept for a solution, or a SME looking
for developing a new solution or adapting an existing one to a new market. Due to the risk profile
of projects in developing countries, both types of companies are looking for grant solutions to
make an initial assessment of their solution and business case.

placed according to where they commence. As an example, Innobooster covers both part of Idea development and Proof of concept, but is described in the Idea development stage as this is where the instrument
commence.
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Estimated capital requirements are up to DKK 0.15 million + co-financing, typically required for:
Technical - Feasibility
•

Clarification of user needs in developing markets

•

Clarification of technology / product - market fit

•

Clarification of product technology and design criteria

Business – Feasibility
•

Clarification of market opportunities and market barriers (including risk analysis)

•

Clarification of local regulations (e.g. customs and environmental requirements)

•
•
•
•

Clarification of value chains and potential distribution channels
Clarification of product costs and users’ willingness to pay
Determining the project’s expected manageability

Mapping of potential positive ‘impacts’ related to the product and business model

Partnership - Identification
•

Identification of knowledge- and technological competencies from knowledge in-

•

Identification of CSOs and local partners for user needs and market insights

•
•
•

stitutions

Identification of private partners (e.g. local companies and financial institutions)
Identification of local incubator / accelerator initiatives

Identification of local experts within the relevant sector

Startups and SMEs at this stage often benefits from engaging in partnerships with CSOs, knowledge institutions, B2B partners, government authorities and local business incubators that have
strategic interest in developing the concept.

COMMON NEEDS AND CHALLENGES IN ACCESSING SMART MONEY
Analysis shows that startups and SMEs at this stage experience that there is a certain amount of
grants available but find it difficult to identify relevant capital sources that are applicable in developing countries. This is partly due to the companies’ work in uncertain and less mature markets
where challenges related to product- and business development often involve unforeseen expenses
that demands more flexible and long-term fund periods, with the issue often extending into the
Proof of concept stage as well.
“We have found it difficult to find grants that could help cover our costs to travel. Traveling
back and forth is expensive. We can make a lot of work from home [Denmark], but we must
be present to build relations and visit customers”
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Company 1
The importance of really understanding the market means that startups, SMEs and associated
partners emphasise the need for developing both feasibility studies and technical assessments,
before being able to develop a viable prototype. In many instances the prolonged progress will
increase expenses to travelling and market analyses, as founders need to be present in the market
to understand how their solution fits the needs.
Further, the report also notes a clear need for more capacity building support. Due to companies’
focus on developing countries, they often feel unfit for regular business networks, as these networks lack the knowledge to support development in developing countries. Lack of access to a
strong support network of mentors for e.g. startups and SMEs, and a network to share experiences
both in Denmark and locally is mentioned as a barrier.
Below the instruments commencing at this stage is described.

INSTRUMENTS
Innobooster is a grant instrument under the Innovation Fund of Denmark and engages in the Idea
development stage as one of the few instruments. Through Innobooster, the funding is primarily
allocated to activities related to development of ground breaking innovations, whether the focus is
on development of products, services or processes, or tests/adjustments of a prototype.
Market studies and analyses cannot be funded, and so can’t companies’ establishment, operations
optimisation, strategy development, sales- and marketing activities and communication. No funding for market studies- and analyses is a challenge, as the concept in question and subsequent
development of the solution is strongly interdependent with the market context and end users.
This is especially the case with developing markets like East Africa as experiences from A2I shows.
Further, the criterion is that it must be a completely new innovation. This is a restriction for those
startups or SMEs who have a solution that can potentially prove to be a good business case and/
or create big impact, but are not necessarily ground breaking technical innovations.
Finally, initial dialogue with Innobooster indicates limited expertise and experience for assisting
in developing and testing solutions for developing markets, and for assisting on business case development and partner identification in this context.
Miljøteknologisk Udviklings- og Demonstrationsprogram (MUDP) funds early phase technologies
through public funds, but like Innobooster the focus is on technology and not market studies or
support to engage with relevant partners. The commercial potential and understanding of the end
users of a solution needs to be thoroughly demonstrated in the application to MUDP. As many
startups and SMEs needs to be present in the local context before being able to demonstrate this,
and as MUDP does not support market studies, this forms a challenge and obstacle for these kinds
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of companies. Moreover, part of MUDP’s funds are only allocated to new technology that exceeds
national- and EU standards for environmental protection, which is foreseen as a challenge in a
developing country context. Finally, MUDP is not able to assist with technical test and development, development of business cases and facilitation of partnerships in developing countries. A
reason for this is obviously that MUDP does not have developing markets as a specific focus area.
Strategic Partnership Agreements (SPAs)8 with selected Danish CSOs permit the CSOs to set aside
up to 10 % of the budget through Danida “(…) for innovation in order for them to experience and
catalyse efforts to seek improved outcomes, based on flexible and high risk investments and new partnerships” (Danida, 2019).
Interviews show that CSOs are generally positive about the flexible option offered under this
instrument and to a large extent most CSOs have taken the opportunity to experiment and test
new solutions, partnerships and business models for humanitarian assistance and long-term development. Some CSOs have used the strategic partnership fund as an instrument to directly
grant funds for innovation or support solutions that could have a positive impact on their mission.
While not targeted directly for private sector partnerships, the innovation funds can in principle
be used for these kinds of partnerships. Such partnerships have to be in line with CSO commitments and reporting requirements to Danida on development and humanitarian impact under
the SPAs. Early assessments however show that only a small proportion of the funds are used for
CSO-private sector partnerships. Moreover, despite having taken different approaches and working with very different organisational setups, most CSOs interviewed for this survey acknowledge
that as of now, they could benefit from additional resources and capacity to design innovative
partnerships, launch new revenue models for their organisation’s existing services or to take new
innovations to a point of scaling.
“We see a great advantage in being able to have flexible funds for innovation. As of now, we
are in early stages, but we lack an overview of how to bring innovations from pilot to scale”
CSO 1
Evidence shows that most CSOs see a need to have a better overview of partnership opportunities with the private sector and knowledge institutions, for example through a shared platform.
They also want to increase their work on partnerships and innovation, combined with linkages to
financing opportunities to bring new ideas to scale (SDG Roundtable, 2019).

8

Also referred to as CSO’s innovation funds or Danida framework agreements
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CASE 1: SMARTFARM

SmartFarm9

By 2050, the world will have increased to 9.7 billion people. To feed
this growing population, farmers will need to increase production by
60 - 98 %. Meanwhile, the world’s water supply will fall 40 % short
before 2030. A reason for this is that more than 70 % of the global
freshwater is used for irrigation. The Danish startup SmartFarm aim to provide a simpler and affordable sensor irrigation management system designed to help farmers make better decisions on
when and where to irrigate their crops based on actual field conditions – to optimise production
and save water.
SmartFarm exemplifies Danish innovation and entrepreneurship. Beginning as a student project
and developing it into a business, it has been designed from the beginning to target developing
markets through a dual purpose of doing well, by doing good. Their first prototype was tested with
DanChurchAid in Zimbabwe.
Prior to building the first prototype, and field testing the solutions with end users, the startup
struggled to identify relevant funding options. Despite having low-costs related to initial market
research and hardware testing, the actual size and geographical focus of the startup meant that it
was not eligible for current instruments. SmartFarm did manage to encounter funds from private
foundations, but the lack of funds for these types of startups meant that SmartFarm considered
giving up its focus on developing markets and instead “follow the money”, i.e. focus on European
markets, where more early phase funds were accessible.
For all startups, attracting investors before first sales achievements is difficult. Despite interest
from the investment community for SmartFarm and its impact mission, investors are hesitant to
become involved, expressing lack of knowledge towards the geographical focus and often more
demanding and comprehensive feasibility studies or extensive pilot testing with end users. This
means that SmartFarm has to use more resources and funds to become investment ready compared to more traditional investment cases from the Danish market. For SmartFarm, finding the
right funds and meeting likeminded investors that are both value aligned, knowledgeable and risk
willing in developing markets is vital for eventually scaling their solution.
SmartFarm is a member of A2I and currently participating in A2I’s PIVØ10 funding programme, where
they are focusing on pilot testing their solution in East Africa.
9

Previously named Soilsense

10

Partnerskabsdreven Innovation til Vækstmarkederne i Østafrika
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EARLY PHASE: PROOF OF CONCEPT
The proof of concept stage and previous stage are closely interlinked as they both concern research, development, feasibility studies and understanding the end users, often in an iterative
process where the technology, business case and partners are revised. However, it is important to
distinguish between companies undergoing ideation, i.e. building initial market understandings,
and companies who have moved into Proof of concept by developing prototypes and field testing
their solutions.
Estimated capital requirements at this stage are up to DKK 2 million + co-financing which are
typically used for:
Technical - Test
• Development and testing of prototype in collaboration with relevant partners (e.g.
knowledge institutions and suppliers)
• Demonstration of solution on a larger scale in collaboration with end users
• Collection of user data from user driven demonstration (e.g. product functionality,
product relevance and customers’ perceived value added)
Business - Development
• Clarification of service agreements and determination of IPR, product liability
and environmental approvals
• Preparation of financing plan and Go-to-Market strategy
• Development of business model in relation to value chains and distribution channels
• Pilot testing of distribution channels and users’ willingness to pay, including customer payment models
• Clarification and management of local regulation and political framework conditions
Partnership - Development
• Formulation of partnership agreements (e.g. distribution of roles, commitments,
resource allocation)
• Formulation of ownership structure and royalty models
• Identification of partnerships related to sales and distribution
Companies at this stage is like in the previous stage often in partnerships with CSOs, knowledge
institutions, B2B partners, government authorities and local business incubators
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COMMON NEEDS AND CHALLENGES IN ACCESSING SMART MONEY
At Proof of concept stage, companies have difficulties in raising enough funds – typically grants
– to build a working prototype (Deciphering the Relief Aid Market, 2018). Investors are not
an option as the risk is too high at this stage. Startups and SMEs interviewed for this report
saw themselves as introducing a new solution that was previously unavailable to a given market.
However, despite noticing a competitive advantage, they also added that they often operate in
unchartered and complex markets. Like in the previous stage, they recognise that creating a clear
understanding of how the market works, end user needs, marketing strategies and technical implementation are crucial11.
“We can build a viable business out of providing safe and clean toilet buildings for slum
dwellers. But when your biggest competitor is a plastic bag as people’s go-to toilet solution, you need to understand how to change a consumer’s mindset”
Company 2
Assistance with market understanding, access to local partners, field testing in developing countries and identification of possible sources of financing is a recurrent challenge found in this stage
(Deciphering the Relief Aid Market, 2018; COWI Evaluation, 2019; 2017).
When the companies move closer to the market for e.g. field test and development of marketing strategies, analysis shows that SMEs and especially startups often lack managerial skills for
a developing country context. The reason for choosing these markets often relates to companies
seeing some promising business opportunities or wanting to make a combined business / impact
case. However, most often they do not possess the specialised skills needed to assess and manage
a business nor local impact in these contexts. Providing tailored mentoring and support by facilitating access to relevant networks and partners will play a key role in generating more successful
startups and SMEs.
Companies use extensive resources to find or apply for various funding sources. Throughout interviews, they express that they find relevant funds by chance, all having different criteria for usage,
geographical area and timeframe.

11
Early phase: Proof of concept
The importance of visiting and becoming familiarized with developing markets is a recurrent theme.
Experience from the A2I programme Deciphering the Relief Aid Market shows that startups and SMEs
highlights go-and-see-trips as crucial for the learning process and development. To view the programme,
please see https://www.access2innovation.com/33-tools/248-deciphering-the-relief-aid-market
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“We are in proof of concept stage. At the moment we are using 50 % or 80 % of our time
finding funds – and get going (…) investors are not really an option at this point. We need
money to do real work and pilot the market”
Company 3

INSTRUMENTS
In Danida Innovation and Business Explorer (DIBE), the Danish SME must have at least DKK 1
million in equity and at least five full time professional staff. In general, SMEs have been sceptical,
explaining that it is difficult to match Danida funding criteria.
“We have tried to reach out to Business Explorer and have a clear market, but the requirements are beyond our reach. As an SME, we have no chance for being eligible. It often feels
like those programmes are designed for larger C20 companies”
Company 4
For startups, above mentioned requirements do not apply. Instead they must document a professional business plan and possess relevant competencies. These adjustments from the previous
Business Explorer makes DIBE an interesting instrument for Danish startups. Another positive
change is the option of applying as an alliance. E.g. in the case each company doesn’t possess
enough resources, they can form an alliance and share resources and competencies.
Still, however, general market studies and market analyses cannot be funded, which as mentioned
previously is a challenge for companies as they need to have thorough market insights for developing or verifying their solution. Further, expenses for procuring equipment and other expenses
related to the activities are not eligible for support, even though on-site demonstration of the
working solution is often a requirement for verifying the solution together with local end-users
and partners.

EARLY PHASE: PROOF OF BUSINESS
Through pilot testing, companies have now identified cost effective methods for building their
solutions with a clear understanding of how the market operates and overview of customers or
consumers. Yet, they have not achieved first sales and still seek to move out of pre-revenue. This
stage represents a crucial stage given the need for demonstrating the commercial potential.
Estimated capital requirements at this stage are up to DKK 5 million + co-financing, typically
related to:
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Technical - Demonstration
• Demonstration of production on a larger scale
• Identification of technical improvement and cost savings in production
• Optimization of supply chains in relation to production
• Optimization of environmental issues in relation to production and distribution
• Continued collection of user data (e.g. product functionality, product relevance
and customers’ perceived value added)
Business - Verification
• Verification of business model in collaboration with distributors / sales team
• First sale to identified markets and customer segments
• Implementation of Go-to-Market strategy, including marketing as well as agreements with distributors and service partners
• Optimization of capital flows in the company and provision of equity/loan financing, if needed
Partnership - Verification
• Verification of partnership in relation to sales, distribution, marketing, technical
service and impact measurement
Whereas SMEs in the previous stages are often in close partnerships with a wide array of partners,
this stage has more emphasis on partnerships with B2B partners and government authorities for
launching their solution and achieving their first sales. Examples of partnerships with CSOs at
this stage are few due to the nature of the activities carried out.

COMMON NEEDS AND CHALLENGES IN ACCESSING SMART MONEY
Most startups and SMEs at this stage are still pre-revenue and concerns are raised that current
grants sizes are not enough to go beyond pilot testing and initiate first sales that could attract debt
financing and/or equity from investors. Companies find it challenging to transit from soft money
to hard money without the necessary investment support. While they might have full overview of
the market and commercial potential through a feasibility study, the grants available are either too
small or inflexible to help them achieve a track record.
As investors at the same time consider projects too early and too risky for hard capital investment,
it is a common period of failure or standby for startups and SMEs. This form an overlap between
an initial funding gap (consisting of the challenges identified in Idea development, Proof of concept and Proof of business stage) and a transition gap, as companies seek to move from soft money
to finding investors with debt financing and equity, which enables the company to launch the
solution in the market.
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Being pre revenue, these companies represent a high risk for investors. From interviews, only
a small handful of companies were able to attract investors at this stage. This is not necessarily
unique to this group of companies, but the lack of knowhow about developing countries, combined with pre revenue, lack of collateral and non-existing track record makes them risky investment targets compared to other investments.
“It is our impression that investors can be risk willing if they sense a business case. But
most importantly, they have to understand the market. If it’s outside their market knowledge, then it requires us to deliver more proof of business, because investors do not have
that knowledge themselves”
Company 5
From the interviews it is worth noting that the current funding opportunities do not meet the
needs, but instead of making new instruments, interviewees proposed that existing ones could be
adjusted to fit current needs and challenges within companies.
The companies interviewed also express a need for different financing instruments, e.g. short-term
loans for procurement/building stock, guarantee structures to secure technology transfer, and/or
leasing models for Business-to-Consumer (B2C) or B2B. These instruments are needed in order
to demonstrate first sales and build trust to customers in the market. The transition from pre revenue to revenue without the necessary investment support makes it difficult. In relation to this,
the companies also express a need for more guidance on, or access to, financing skills or networks
(COWI, 2017; 2019). As startups and SMEs are unable to apply their traditional payment terms
to local settings, they find it difficult to finance expansion on the African market and in general
developing countries.
In addition, the analysis indicates the need for supporting Danish startups, SMEs and MNEs
that are increasingly working with dual purposes. While many traditional companies have an impact in developing countries through their business, there is a growing trend towards establishing
businesses with the intent of creating impact and at the same time have an economically viable
business12 . In this regard, information asymmetry is a well-documented issue to the early phase
between founders and investors (OECD, 2015; Mason, 2009). In the case of this report, information asymmetry refers to two areas: dual purpose and geographical focus. For more insights into
the growing trend of impact investing, look below in case 2.
12
See e.g. Grundfos on new strategy: https://www.berlingske.dk/business/grundfos-topchef-om-ny-klimastrategi-var-vi-boersnoterede-ville-jeg-blive
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CASE 2: IMPACT INVESTING

Impact Investing – Insights from companies at
Proof of concept stage
Depending on the interviewed startup or SME, these can be described as having a dual purpose. Overall, their motivation for working in developing countries is to “make a positive difference”. Some
even felt “obligated to help” as being a basis for why they are present
in the market. To be clear, the companies in question are not social
enterprises. They are commercial businesses but with the intention to create impact, in the belief
that profit and impact are not mutually exclusive, making them attractive to impact investors, who
are able to make as good a return on these kind of investments as traditional investments, which
evidence increasingly confirms (GIIN 2019).
In terms of strategy, the level of impact orientation varies, but in general companies see little, or no,
trade-off between making a profit and having an impact. However, the dual purpose affects what
type of investors they can onboard, as the fear of mission drift13 is linked to finding investors who
are both likeminded and value aligned.
“We wish to have an impact – that is why we started. For us it is important to find an investor who understands our mission and relates to our product”
Company 6
Companies’ focus on developing countries can also extent the asymmetry. As developing countries
are complex, and filled with risks, companies are often navigating the market context in a more or
less informed manner (as also highlighted in Idea development stage). Not only is it challenging
for them to explain to investors what they are doing; the road may be build at the same time as
they are driving along it.
The combination of having a dual purpose and operating in a complex business environment means
that these companies have certain characteristics, and challenges, that distinguish them both from
other more traditional companies, but also from mainstream investment targets. Through the interviews, some startups and SMEs express difficulty in finding relevant and specialised investors
who both had the value alignment, technical knowhow and knowledge of markets, combined with
the hard money needed to advance the business. Finding impact ready investors with both technical and market knowledge in this context is challenging.
13
Relates to companies compromising their sustainability goals. Mission drift can occur when the
entrepreneur faces a trade-off between their company’s financial and sustainability related goals, with
financial goals creating a potential weakening of any sustainability related goals
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INSTRUMENTS
For Danida Market Development Partnerships (DMDP) and Partnering for Green Growth and the Global
Goals 2030 (P4G), all commercial partners are required to finance all costs related to own participation. Hence, any cost of commercial partners is not supported, and this also includes important
activities such as product research and development in SMEs and MNEs. Because of this, many
SMEs state that DMDP and P4G are not attractive as it is simply too difficult to fulfil the requirements. Startups in general are excluded from these initiatives due to the requirements. However,
it should be mentioned that there are a few good examples of cases with strategic SME partnerships within DMDP, such as the partnership between DanChurchAid, Nordic Fruit and Biofresh.
What both MFA and IFU aim at is to create funding instruments with strong levels of synergies14 in order to ease the transition from one stage to another. Even though some IFU projects
has come from Danida funded projects, little evidence of synergies can be found. As DMDP is
centralised, the synergies to IFU are small and even more limited than in the past (Evaluation of
the Investment Fund for Developing Countries (IFU) 2004-2017, 2019).
The need to develop more effective methods – particularly in order to support SMEs – seems to
be a repeating challenge, as seen with the Danida Business-to-Business programme from 20062011. Despite being an efficient programme in stimulating Danish companies in seeking partnerships, it didn’t succeed in creating sustained and commercially viable partnerships beyond the
programme’s support period. This was partly due to lack of a “(…) middle facility that could bridge
the gap between Danida’s business alliance programme and commercial funding” (Evaluation of Danida business-to-business programme 2006-2011, 2014, pp. 115). One reason was the gap in the
amount invested between the SMEs in the programme and the threshold when e.g. IFU becomes
interested (Evaluation of Danida business-to-business programme 2006-2011, 2014). E.g. Danida grants application appraisal phase, where limited due diligence meant that projects that would
later seek IFU co-financing were rejected as the case was not strong enough initially.
The challenges related to the commercial effects of Danish development assistance are resonated
by a report published by MFA as well: “(…) it shows no evidence that Danish development assistance
generated commercial effects at scale. Further, the business-effects achieved were not sustained. This suggests that aims on commercial effects are more difficult to achieve than anticipated and will not emerge
by default, even when the evidence is from markets expected to offer good business potentials for Danish
firms” (Evaluation brief – Commercial effects of Danish development assistance, 2019, pp. 7).
IFU SME Facility aims to provide Danish SMEs with access to better advisory support and guidance

14
Complementarity between instruments that would eventually lead to more IFU investments that
are offspring from Danida projects
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during the preparation and the initial critical years of the project’s lifecycle. However, the facility
has not had the expected success according to a recent evaluation by MFA, stating that “IFU is
far from achieving the target mentioned in the project document of 40-50 % new projects with SMEs”
(Evaluation of the Investment Fund for Developing Countries (IFU) 2004-2017, 2019, pp. 37).
Under the SME Facility, only 21 SMEs received grants for investments between 2015 and 2017,
mainly in upper-middle income countries. Of these, IFU realised investments in the business
plans of ten of these SMEs.
Insights from case studies showed that the SMEs believed that the support could have been more
tailormade and complained about the requirements, with the SME Facility only being open for
SMEs with a clear business case and with known technology. The SME Facility can further cover
a maximum of 50 % of the costs and 25 % of the total investment. Finally, it has been evaluated
that the SME Facility has limited internal synergy15 in IFU (Evaluation of the Investment Fund
for Developing Countries (IFU) 2004-2017, 2019).
Although SMEs are well positioned to tap into the SDG opportunities, it seems to be inherently
hard to manage SME investments. Being regarded as one of the main sources of investments and
advisory for Danish SMEs and MNEs, IFU has a long track record of promoting the Danish
private sector in developing countries. However, IFU recognise the challenges associated with
investments in SMEs, characterising them as difficult to manage.
The Danish Growth Fund provides different types of loans for startups and SMEs. In all but one
loan, it is a criterion that the company already has a fully developed product and preferably a few
customers. Recently the fund has launched a new loan called “Early Engagement” for companies
not yet ready for venture investments, but who have a scalable business model. The company is
required to be ready for venture investment within one to three years. As there is no requirement
for revenue it becomes an interesting instrument.
However, as A2I’s experience shows, the timeline from ideation to breakeven typically takes 4-7
years in East Africa for Danish startups and SMEs. These conditions can therefore make it challenging for these companies to pay off a loan. It is also a requirement that the loan is matched 1:1
by private actors. The Danish Growth Fund’s venture department offers traditional venture services, but invests primarily in startups or SMEs where the solution has already reached a position
in the market, and within fixed thematic areas. As in the case with other financial institutions, the
Danish Growth Fund is not focused on developing countries, and states that they don’t have the
expertise and experience for assisting and advising companies in these markets.

15

Complementarity to other IFU instruments
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CASE 2: MASH ENERGY

MASH Energy

MASH Energy is a spin-out from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). The startup has specialised in taking waste and turning
this into valuable and sustainable commodities such as electricity, biofuels and fertilisers.
The company has taken a unique strategy, and their supply chain and technology development
enables them to provide the commodities at a price similar to the competing unsustainable products. The solution developed has global use, but the company has based its commercial strategy
on conditions found in developing markets, mainly East Africa and South Africa. Here MASH
Energy has adapted to fit local supply chains by sourcing by-products from e.g. cashew nut production in Tanzania.
MASH Energy is ready for scaling. The business case of MASH Energy is robust, with the company experiencing great interest from private investors willing to invest in the solution after having reached first sales achievements. However, one of the challenges from early phase to expansion
phase has been the introduction of an otherwise unknown technology to markets filled with lowcost and low-quality products.
Despite having a finished solution, MASH Energy still lack the reference cases in markets to
build trust among local companies, who are often sceptical towards buying a new technology.
Building a track record, and having references from previous sales is important, as local companies
often have a history of buying low quality.
For MASH Energy to scale up faster, they need tailored instruments depending on customers
and the business case. For example, a technology transfer guarantee to constitute a security – not
to MASH Energy – but to the local company in order to minimize their risk of purchasing the
solution. This would help build more reference cases and catalyze future sales. Another example is
project financing, where MASH Energy works in consortium with other technology companies
to provide holistic value chain solutions and add-on financing packages to local companies, who
might be unable to loan the needed capital to purchase due to a weak financial infrastructure.
MASH Energy is a member of A2I and is participating in the PIVØ-funding programme, where they
are pilot-testing a low-cost energy value chain project in East Africa together with another Danish com-
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pany. Previously they have also benefitted from a partnership with a CSO through another A2I initiated
programme in their early phase development.

EXPANSION PHASE: SCALING
Estimated capital requirements at this stage typically starts from DKK 10 million. Common activities include:
Technical - Scaling
•
•

Preparing organisation for scaling production and operations

Continued optimization of supply chains in relation to production

Business - Penetration
•
•

Developing market penetration strategies

Developing market entry strategies and choosing entry modes

Partnership - Engagement
•

Engaging and scaling partners’ activities in relation to sales, distribution, marketing, technical service and impact measurement

From the sample of interviews, data on the expansion phase is currently limited. However, some
SMEs express that having a first sale achievement, or initial traction, means higher level of interest
from investors, while they are also beginning to look to other markets or customer segments.
Like the previous stage, SMEs at this stage priorities partnerships with local B2B partners and
government authorities in order to achieve traction and scaling of their solution and operations.
They also focus on Identifying and building business partnerships upwards and downwards in the
value chain.

COMMON NEEDS AND CHALLENGES IN ACCESSING SMART MONEY
While SMEs at this point potentially could face fewer barriers, some cite challenges that they
foresee soon, which relates to building a viable financing model to support organic growth, track
record and maintaining a solid customer base.
Particularly providing a holistic solution for local companies, where they are able not only to provide the solution but also to offer a financing model. This corresponds with research that point to
the issue that local companies in developing countries have limited access to viable financing to
purchase high-quality solutions. Despite SMEs express that they all experience a high degree of
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interest in their solutions, the fact is that local companies looking to buy Danish technology are
often limited by a lack of access to viable financing options due to an inadequate financial market
for extending a loan to purchase a new or adapted technology.
“We can deliver a high-quality and low-cost solution. Through energy saving these companies [local companies] have a pay-back of minimum 2 years. When we present our ideas,
they often do not believe us. They are so used to buying bad stuff that breaks down after
delivery”
SME 7
“We have a lot of potential buyers and meet a great demand. But dialogue often stops
when looking into financing. Finding serious buyers and building a financing model which
can be replicated is difficult”
SME 8
This creates a market failure as technologies become stagnated due to the lack of viable financing
options to reach first sales achievements. It also limits Danish SMEs ability to deliver and build
a customer base in developing countries, which is further challenged if their solutions are new to
the market. Financial institutions that today provide this kind of financial instruments are in most
cases not relevant for startups and smaller SMEs venturing to developing countries, because of
these financial institutions’ country perceived risks, requirements and ticket size of the investment.
As can be seen above, the challenges at this stage are mostly related to the financing aspect of
smart money, as support on technology, partners and business case is likely to have been covered
when SMEs reach expansion phase. However, as mentioned before, all aspects of Smart Money
are likely to be in play at each stage, but with different emphasis, where this stage calls for access
to skilled advisors and access to local networks.

INSTRUMENTS
EKF is not a viable option for many SMEs and MNEs venturing into developing countries due to
EKF’s awareness of country risks. Moreover, despite EKF has a SMV department, EKF is often
not able to support smaller SMEs, as these don’t have the required capital and resources. Finally,
they are not assisting SMEs or MNEs in technical test and development, development of business
case and in partnership facilitation.
”We have the problem that we cannot bring finance to projects. We have looked at EKF, but
they have rated out most of the countries in East Africa. But credit is a problem in everyday
work. All big projects come with a financial package. Someone should look at this; EKF
tends to look at it at country level but not at project level. You can have an entity that is
perfectly creditworthy, but in a low grade country”
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Lessons learned from the DI Africanisation project 2016–18, 2018.
IFU Classic: Due to high transaction costs, IFU limits to projects with long track record and more
risk-averse investments. From 2014, IFU’s number of investments in SMEs has declined. This
can be directly related to the 2014 IFU strategy, mentioning that “a substantial proportion of minor
investments with small investment partners fail and therefore places a heavy burden on IFU’s organisational resources whilst generating a net financial loss for IFU and a questionable development impact”
(Evaluation of the Investment Fund for Developing Countries (IFU) 2004-2017, 2019, pp. 36).
Hence, regarding IFU Classic, it is expected that this instrument will primarily be focused on
medium sized enterprises and MNEs going forward.
Evaluations also show that IFU mostly invests in projects of medium risk profile and that they still
have a significant number of low risk projects. This is also reflected in the fact that since 2011, IFU
has to a high degree shifted towards investments in middle income countries. Given that IFU is
a Development Finance Institution (DFI), the large proportion of medium- and low risk investments is problematic. In the strategy for Danish foreign affairs towards 2030, IFU is urged to take
more risk in its investments and loans, and it is suggested to establish a supportive entity to IFU
that can identify projects and take the necessary financial risk that can turn ideas into bankable
projects (Taksøe-rapporten 2016). However, as Public Private Partnership funds will become ever
more important for IFU, and as these funds priorities financial return, it can be foreseen that IFU
will be even more risk-averse going forward (Evaluation of the Investment Fund for Developing
Countries (IFU) 2004-2017, 2019).
The newly established SDG Investment Fund (under IFU) is primarily for large scale projects (DKK
25-250 million).

CASE 3: SEMCO MARITIME

Semco Maritime

Semco Maritime is based in Esbjerg, Denmark. For more than 30
years, Semco Maritime has been a leading contracting and engineering company, primarily linked
to the design, fabrication and servicing of turnkey offshore equipment to the oil, gas and wind
industry. As an international MNE, Semco Maritime has branches across the world, providing a
wide range of services and products to its clients.
Semco Maritime has previously been involved in the construction of large-scale power plants.
Due to a declining demand, Semco Maritime has taken a deliberate choice to use its knowledge
from the energy sector and use it to develop a business unit that focus of providing small-scale
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renewable energy solutions, with an average project size of USD 0.5 to 5. Semco Maritime sees an
interesting market potential in providing own-consumption PV-solutions to individual industries.
Semco Maritime has explored opportunities in developing- and emerging markets, starting with
El Salvador and Guatemala, as the company has track record and a local setup in Latin America.
These markets are attractive as high prices on electricity means that local companies are looking
for alternative, reliable and cheaper solutions. Engaging with potential clients, Semco Maritime
are experiencing a great interest as the company is providing a full value-chain solution – covering
project development costs, design, installation and service of the PV-system. Semco Maritime
even provides a unique risk sharing structure, where the client only has to provide 25 % of the total
capital requirement in cash, while the remaining 75 % is covered by a loan, backed by a guarantee
from Semco Maritime. The guarantee initially covers 100 % the loan and the level of guarantee is
gradually reduced during the first 4 years of operation.
Despite the market demand, and the low level of risk for the bank providing the loan, Semco
Maritime has been unsuccessful. This is mainly due to the lack of a financial solutions.
The main issue is the need for small-scale loans which banks reject to offer on a standalone basis.
Semco Maritime has been in constructive talks with EKF on how to build a guarantee model.
But none of the local banks has been able to understand the value of an EKF guarantee as they do
often not have the needed skillset, or the capacity, to manage loans backed by an EKF guarantee.
“We are faced with great opportunities. There are lots of small projects. But we simply
cannot get started due to the lack of financing”
Despite Semco Maritime taking on considerable risk, IFU has also rejected providing the needed finance because they do not have the capacity to evaluate the creditworthiness of many small
projects.
The instruments offered in Denmark are simply not aligned to provide the finance needed for
Semco Maritime to succeed in the small-scale renewable energy market. With Semco Maritime
being unable to find a viable financial partner, the company has very little incentive to continue
developing this part of the business. A business that would otherwise secure a transition from conventional energy to renewable energy in developing countries, without the need for state subsidies.

CONCLUSION
If Denmark is to actively engage the private sector in being a driver for realising the SDGs, a
revised financial ecosystem is needed in order to catalyse sustainable solutions by mobilising risk
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capital and support startups, SMEs and MNEs from the first idea to scaled solution. An effective
ecosystem will need a dedicated focus on Smart Money. More specifically, a coherent financial
ecosystem will entail funding and financing for:
•

Technical: Feasibility, Test, Demonstration and Scaling

•

Partnership: Identification, Development, Verification and Engagement

•

Business: Feasibility, Development, Verification and Penetration

The fact is that many instruments today are not able to fulfil this and lacks the experience from developing countries that can enable them to provide more holistic support to projects in developing
markets. Indeed, there exist organisations that have the knowledge from developing markets, including IFU and Danida. However, as the analysis shows, instruments within these organisations
often carry high eligibility criteria for startups and SMEs. For startups and less established SMEs,
they need risk capital that can turn their concepts into bankable projects. The lack of risk capital
for these companies venturing to developing countries has been mentioned prior to this report.
Among other things it is argued in Taksøe rapporten, that as a DFI, IFU should take on more risk
by establishing an entity with the focus of turning projects bankable and take the risk inherent in
this work. Finally, even though there are gaps in the system, the analysis also indicates that instead
of making new instruments, current ones should be adjusted to fit the needs and demands from
companies.

Figure 2: Summary of stages and instruments.

In sum, despite an initial understanding that funding and financing is available, the analysis shows
that the Danish financial ecosystem is highly fragmented, and despite political ambitions (Verden
203016 ), longstanding Danish partnership DNA, and documented experience in partnership-driv16

http://um.dk/da/danida/strategi%20og%20prioriteter/
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en projects, the current system has significant gaps that needs to be addressed to fully realize the
potential contribution of partnership-based business solutions to achieve the SDGs, and to create
the needed platform for actively attracting private capital to leverage the limited public funding.
Figure 2 demonstrates a summary of the stages and instruments.

FOUR SDG INITIATIVES
In parallel to the initiated analysis of the Danish financial ecosystem, the A2I network and associated partners have initiated the formulation of adequate Smart Money initiatives to address the
identified challenges and short comings. This based on the premise that they should seek to meet
identified challenges and leverage already existing initiatives.
As mentioned, The SDG Crowdlending Platform, SDG Angel Network and SDG Venture Fund
are strictly private and commercially based, whereas the SDG Inkubator will be created for allocating existing public funds in order to help establishing a pipeline of projects that help increasing
the supply of bankable projects ready to receive equity/loan capital (For an overview please refer
to figure 1).
More initiatives are under development, but the following section will shortly describe the four
initiatives.

SDG INKUBATOR
Based on the Smart Money approach, the SDG Inkubator offers the Danish private sector access
to public funding, capacity building and local network to develop, test and demonstrate sustainable solutions targeting developing countries. The programme is designed to overcome initial market barriers identified in the Idea development and Proof of concept stage, by supporting Danish
startups, SMEs and MNEs to:
•

Develop their business cases, conduct market analysis and identify relevant local

•

Adapt and test solutions to fit local market needs and value chains

•
•
•

partners

Collaborate with relevant CSOs, knowledge institutions or other business partners to develop solutions targeting B2B customers and consumers

Develop organizational skills and business development competencies in an African context

Gain access to networks and experienced partners to screen, validate and support

business development and financing, and build own resources to navigate in local
settings
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•

Establish dialogue with potential early phase investors and local financing opportunities

The program has the ambition to test and verify the approach over a four-year period and will
initially only cover East African markets. Once proven, the SDG Inkubator will scale to include
all Danida’s priority countries.

TARGET GROUP

Primary target group for the programme are Danish startups, SMEs and MNEs having a strategic
focus on market opportunities in developing countries within main thematic areas, including renewable energy, agribusiness, housing, water and sanitation.
The secondary target group is CSOs, knowledge institutions, public authorities and investors looking to partner with the private sector in testing and eventually scaling relevant sustainable solutions.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
Following to yearly innovation conferences, thematic workshops, ongoing dialogue between the
private sector, CSOs and knowledge institutions, and GoNSee visits to selected countries, the
SDG Inkubator will offer open calls where companies and relevant partners will apply for joining
the programme. Applicants will be screened on their ability to meet specific needs of market demands, potential to reach commercial viability, and expected impacts for customer and consumers
in the target market.
Successful applicants will be provided access to the following work packages, each outlining objectives and activities:
Work package 1: Ideation, prototyping and demonstration
Through three phases, commercially driven partnerships can develop and test solutions targeting
needs in developing countries, particularly East Africa. The aim is for applicants to obtain a market understanding, demonstrate solutions and become able to attract private capital for succeeding
commercialization.
The individual partnership will depend on the specific cases described in applications, as well as
applicants’ own pre-defined need to access funds in either phase 1, 2 or 3. The involvement of B2B
partners, CSOs and/or researchers will be pre-agreed between the involved project partners and
formulated in the applications. This will also include agreements for possible future ownership, e.g.
a shareholder or a royalty model, consulting fees etc.
Selected applicants will gain access to a competitive selection process divided into three phases
with each phase involving a series of activities. During each phase, partnerships should expect
minimum 50 % co-financing. The following provides an overview of general activities and outputs
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for each phase.
•

Phase 1 (Idea development stage): Business ideas can receive up to DKK 150.000

+ co-financing, allowing the projects to develop an initial description of solution,
business model, partnership and impact targets in dialogue with local partners
and end users. Selected applicants will be involved in thematic GoNsee visits to
present initial ideas to local partners and receive feedback from the advisory and
sparring group.
•

Phase 2 (Proof of concept stage): Partnerships will be selected for development

and tests of prototypes. Each partnership can receive up to DKK 850.000 + co-fi-

nancing. Phase 2 aim to ensure partnerships can develop a workable prototype in

Denmark and test the viability of solutions in close collaboration with end users.
During phase 2, partnerships will be expected to participate in sparring workshops
and present results from market studies and initial prototyping. Likewise, partnerships will be offered to participate in the Acceleration programme (see work
package 2).
•

Phase 3 (Proof of concept stage): Partnerships will be selected and supported to

become market ready. Each partnership receives up to DKK 1 million + co-financ-

ing. Phase 3 allows the partnerships to demonstrate the solution in collaboration
with end users and local partners. During phase 3, partnerships will be expected
to formulate Go-to-Market strategies and ownership structure. Likewise, part-

nerships will be invited to pitch to potential investors to secure later-stage capital.
Work package 2: Acceleration programme
Candidates involved in phase 2 and 3 will be offered to participate in an Acceleration programme.
This with the goal of ensuring that participant builds knowledge and competencies to develop and
implement sustainable solutions in partnerships. This with a focus on:
•

Partnerships and organisation

•

Business development and financing in a developing country context

•
•
•

Cross-cultural collaboration

Responsible business conduct

Thematic workshops on energy, agribusiness, housing, water and sanitation
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The content of the programme will be based on knowledge from Confederation of Danish Industry, Danish Chamber of Commerce, relevant researchers, local experts and CSOs.
Work package 3: Access to local network
In relation to funding and development of competencies, the partnerships will be provided access
to locally based networks and expertise to clarify and demonstrate solutions. This is based on the
experience that the risk and uncertainty associated with developing and scaling solutions to developing countries can be mitigated if companies have access to resources, networks and competencies that reduces transaction costs related to testing and eventually scaling.
Among others, partnerships will be provided access to:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Danish embassies and Trade Council advisory

CSOs and international organisations with strategic focus on innovation, partnerships and finance

Danida funded incubation- and finance initiatives, including Kenya Climate Innovation Center, MESPT (Kenya), aBi Trust & Finance (Uganda) and PASS
(Tanzania)

Incubation platforms in East Africa involved with tech-based innovative solutions

and local entrepreneurs, including Sahara Ventures, BlueMoon, I-Hub and others

The Building Stronger University initiatives, providing local research-driven innovation projects as well as local understanding and knowledge of needed market
solutions

Associated private investors and business networks in Denmark and developing
countries

CURRENT STATUS
The SDG Inkubator programme has been developed in close consultation with members from
A2I, including Confederation of Danish Industry, Danish Chamber of Commerce, Danish Red
Cross, DanChurchAid, WWF Denmark and Aalborg University, together with recommendations
from the SDG Roundtable Workshop in April 2019.

SDG CROWDLENDING
The SDG Crowdlending initiative will pilot test Denmark’s first online SDG crowdlending platform that provides loans for proven solutions addressing social- or environmental challenges in
developing countries.
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The platform provides loans to startups, SMEs, MNEs or commercial partnerships in the Proof
of concept or Proof of business stage, with projects being able to at least demonstrate commercial
viability. The platform will present 6-8 projects per year, each with an average loan size between
DKK 0.1 – 5 million.
The SDG Crowdlending initiative will engage the Danish crowd in new ways by allowing them
to closely follow the development of the loan through regular updates on progress and impact.
This will be a unique feature as it engages crowdinvestors through impact storytelling and close
engagement with the applicant or CSO partners.

WHAT IS CROWDLENDING
Crowdlending is the practice of funding a project or company by raising a loan from a large
number of people (also known as crowdinvestors).
As an emerging and alternative financial instrument, crowdlending has the potential to catalyse high-risk debt towards solutions able to deliver both competitive returns and positive
impact in developing countries.
Crowdlending platforms such as TRINE, KIVA and Lendahand have already crowdinvestors willing to invest in entrepreneurs or impact projects in developing countries.

TARGET GROUP
The platform is open for Danish registered startups, SMEs, MNEs or commercial partnerships
(involving either CSOs, companies, government authorities and/or knowledge institutions) or
CSOs with a strategic focus on developing countries.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
The SDG Crowdlending builds on standard requirements applied by Lendino, who operates a
crowdlending white label solution and is approved by the Danish FSA to facilitate loans. The
overview below lists the general financial details of the platform17:
•
•

Types of applicants: Only registered Danish companies or CSOs may apply for a
loan

Partnership geography: The projects must be operationally located in a Danida pri-

17
The financial costs depend on the rating that each loan applicant achieves and their previous
track-record
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•

ority country. During pilot testing, the geographical focus is limited to East Africa

Partnership details: In commercial partnerships between two or more companies,
one partner must be lead applicant during the loan-term. The lead applicant is

•

legally liable for the loan and potential default

CSO-business partnership details: Besides one partner being legally liable for the

loan, each CSO partner must ensure that the partnership aligns with own strategic
priorities. A letter of commitment from both the Danish and local CSO partner
•

in the target country is needed

Standard loan size: The loan size for standard loans is during first rounds between
DKK 0.1 – 1.5 million. For second round, successful loans are extended up to

DKK 5 million. Dispensations can be made for applicants seeking second round
loans, if they are able to document significant track-record. Under FSA rules, ap•

plicants must provide a guarantee for the loan

Network loan: Applicants with a viable business case and high impact potential,
but none or poor financial statement history, can be offered a network loan on the

condition that the applicant can provide a 30 % guarantee of the total loan size.
Likewise, applicants will undergo strict rating and screening before being allowed
onto the platform. The network loan will be limited to DKK 0.75 million with the
•

platform communicating to potential crowdlenders that the deal is very high-risk

Annual Interest Rate: 3-10 % p.a. on declining balance and depending on credit-,
market- and impact ratings. Applicants subject to standard loan will be classified

from A++ to B. Applicants classed as category C will be subject to additional
•
•
•

screening to determine if the impact or market potential outweighs the credit-risk
Grace Period: TBD depending on campaign type, size, cashflow etc.

Amortization: Up to 5 years depending on campaign type, size, cashflow etc.

Operation fee: 2 % per campaign goes to COOP (minimum DKK 5000 - the fee
is subtracted from the total raised amount). COOP in currently in the process of

•
•

removing the operation fee.

Repayment fee: 1 %, as payable by the borrower of the monthly benefit goes to
COOP and Lendino (The fee is included in the total interest rate)

The crowdinvestor: Minimum DKK 1000 in loan per project, and with a maximum
of DKK 50.000 per project for standard loans. For network loans, crowdinvestors

•

are limited to invest DKK 25.000 per project.

Additional Fee: Applicants must be an A2I member. Following a successful crowdlending campaign, the business applicant is obligated to sign a royalty and/or part-
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nering agreement with A2I.
Working in developing countries and addressing social and environmental challenges is often very
complex. The experience from A2I shows that using traditional credit rating standards for these
types of markets is often inadequate. This implies that additional levels of screening are necessary
to expose risk and provide transparent loan deal to crowdinvestors. To encounter risk elements, the
SDG Crowdlending applies a three-level rating system that categories applicants from A++ to C.
The list below gives a brief overview:
1. Credit rating: Based on Lendino standard credit rating system. The rating will

determine the interest rate or type of network loan. The more risk, the higher the
interest rate

2. Market rating: Based on risk- and market analysis, this level determines profita-

bility and possible success rate of the applicants’ solutions. The market rating will
feed into the credit rating

3. Impact rating: An impact analysis will showcase to what extent the applicant can
deliver on its impact and reach its goals

The rating system provides a better assessment of the applicant maturity, market risks and commercial potential, measured up against estimated positive impacts.

CURRENT STATUS
The SDG Crowdlending has been under conceptualization during the past 18 months in close
collaboration with COOP Denmark, Lendino along with CSO partners to fine-tune the concept
and build an instrument that align with partners’ strategic focus.

SDG ANGEL NETWORK
The SDG Angel Network will be Denmark’s first network for individual investors who wish to
invest in early phase Danish startups and SMEs with a strategic focus on developing countries
and able to generate both a financial and social/environmental return. The SDG Angel Network
will both present investors with attractive investment opportunities and be a knowledge-sharing
forum, from where angels can access the latest knowledge, meet likeminded and built best-practice in investment and business development in a developing market context.
The network is a partnership between A2I and two of Denmark’s largest angel investor networks.
The initiative merge A2I’s expertise in business development and network of companies, CSOs,
knowledge institutions with angel networks’ capability in facilitating useful relations between
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startups/SMEs and investors. Initially, the network will only cover Danish startups and SMEs
targeting the East African markets. Once proven, the network will scale investments to other
Danida priority countries.
The aim will be to mobilize talented angels who have the needed capabilities in scaling startups
and SMEs. These capabilities will be linked to the knowledge available within the A2I network.
The setup creates an ideal framework for early phase companies to access Smart Money in order
to progress beyond the early phase.

TARGET GROUP
The network is primarily for Danish angel investors. Preferably investors having a track-record
in early phase investing, combined with the ambitions and capabilities to take the role as a lead
investor during the initial investment and business development of Danish startups and SMEs
targeting developing countries.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
The network partners will initiate a number of specific activities around the SDG Angel Network,
all of which are designed to create an effective and value adding process to catalyze the collaboration between early phase companies and angel investors.
Individual investment processes will not necessarily include all network activities. But angels can
utilize parts of the activities they identify as most relevant for their engagement in the network.
The package of activities offered will depend on the company’s development stage, existing competencies in the company or investor team, and the needs of the investors. The specific SDG Angel
Network activities offered are described as:
•

Screening of business cases for the SDG Angel Network: The network partners will all
take part in sourcing and screening deal cases. A large part of the deal flow will

be startups and SMEs sourced through the SDG Inkubator programme, meaning
that the company and its team have undergone a series of screening, sparring and
training before being presented. Business cases that have not participated in the

SDG Inkubator programme will undergo an additional screening process, by using

A2I’s network of local experts and advisers to provide feedback on the business
case, market potential and team/organisation. The screening is not comparable
to a due diligence process, but is designed to be a fast track screening based on

generic indicators related to technology, customer needs, market size and team
•

competencies etc.

Impact pitch sessions for the SDG Angel Network: The network will build on the ex-
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isting practice used by the angel network partners. Using proven frameworks, the
goal is to have effective and value adding pitch sessions. This includes short and

accurate pitches from invited business cases, but also providing feedback, sparring
and sharing of knowledge between angels and invited companies during the pitch

sessions. Likewise, the network will assist companies in creating effective pitches
•

that meet the requirements of angels.

Mobilizing talented angels in the early business development process: The network

will identify talented angel investors who have the needed skills, or ambitions, to

invest in developing countries or angels looking to invest with an impact in mind.
These investors will be invited to take part in the early business development dur•

ing the SDG Inkubator programme through the advisory- and sparring panel.

Building angels’ capacity to invest and develop a business case in developing countries: Using A2I’s network of CSOs, knowledge institutions and local business

partners, the network will hold thematic workshops designed to train and build
investors’ competences to navigate in developing countries, conduct due diligence
•

work and drive business development.

Facilitating access to local organizations: The initiative will provide access to A2I’s

own network of Danish and local partners, including companies, knowledge in-

stitutions, CSOs, incubators and finance partners. Building on existing network,
investors will be able to connect with relevant partners able to assist with explicit
•

knowledge within technical feasibility and market insights.

Go-N-See and networking: The network will arrange delegations to Africa for angels.
Here angels will be able to meet local partners and get hands-on experience from

visiting local companies, explore business cases and understand local contexts. The

delegations will also invite Danish companies along, as to provide the opportunities for companies and angel investors to explore business opportunities together.

CURRENT STATUS
The SDG Angel Network has been under conceptualization during the past 12 months. As of
now, A2I has made collaboration agreements with two angel networks. Together, the partners are
working to pilot
test a possible network setup and test the demand of these types of investments and deals in the
angel community. An initial pitch session was held in December 2019 with great success, where
several companies obtained investments. The session provided an initial indication of how to advance the network, how to structure the network and identification of potential angels.
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SDG VENTURE FUND
The SDG Venture Fund will be a first-of-its-kind in Denmark, consisting of a portfolio of Danish
and East African companies with a well documented positive environmental and/or social impact
targeting markets in East Africa. This will be done by utilizing advantages from the Danish business environment in terms of governance, sustainability and technology in order to scale businesses in East Africa and thereby create positive impact.
The SDG Venture Fund will utilize the experience and knowhow acquired by A2I and their
network of partnering CSOs, knowledge institutions, businesses and experts in East Africa and
Denmark. The idea is to develop the fund in close collaboration with an existing venture fund
setup or syndicates of High-Net-Worth Individuals. Alternatively, the SDG Venture Fund could
also depart from an existing fund.
All options would ensure strong synergies between A2I’s business development expertise and experiences from Africa, and the investment- and portfolio management track record possessed by
the venture fund partner.
The SDG Venture Fund will appeal to institutional investors, High-Net-Worth Individuals, foundations and/or family offices looking for impact investment opportunities. The ideal size of the
fund is USD 40-50 million for its first round, with a bundle of eight to ten promising impact
business cases with well tested solutions, and profitable and scalable business models and aligned
impact results. It will consist of a diversified portfolio of companies within different sectors to
ensure a balanced risk profile.

Figure 3: New initiatives and existing instruments.
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CURRENT STATUS
A2I has initiated talks with several financial stakeholders and funds as well. As seen in figure 3,
each initiative targets different stages of the ecosystem and will bridge the gap between Idea development, Proof of concept, Proof of business and Scaling.
The initiatives are based on several years of work to improve the Danish financial ecosystem for
partnership driven business development as well as the experience of A2I’s wide network of members. However, much more is needed to create a coherent financial ecosystem that, instead of small
adjustments, removes the funding gap and establishes an ecosystem that can meet the significant
market potential.
Based on A2I’s documented experiences, these initiatives are established with the expectation that
for every public krone invested in a publicly established SDG Inkubator, this will generate four
kroner in private capital from crowdlending, business angels, private foundations, IFU and/or
other established initiatives. This with the purpose of establishing Smart Money financing, where
companies and partners are consulted on technology development, business development and
partnership development, and will have access to a Danish and international network, knowledge
and skills that can support the initiatives from the first idea to scaled sustainable business.
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